Cancer in Wild Animals
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Cancer seems to affect all animals, from anteaters to zebras. Much less is known about the cancers that affect wild animals, in part because it is hard to study. Animals move around and may not be easily observed for long periods of time. The cancers that have been studied are very interesting and will certainly prove useful in the study of human cancer. As an example, Tasmanian devils have a type of cancer that can be spread from animal to animal by biting!

- Dinosaur cancer
- Tasmanian Devil cancer
- Cancer in wild fish
- Naked mole rats
- Clam cancer
- Tapeworm cancer (in human host)

---

Cancer in Dinosaurs

Cancer is a disease that has been around for millions of years. In a 2003 study, researchers used fluoroscopy and computed tomography (CT) to screen over 10,000 dinosaur vertebrae specimens for tumors. They found tumors in approximately 3% of the duck-billed dinosaur (Cretaceous hadrosaurs) specimens, but did not find tumors in any other dinosaur species. The tumors included hemangiomas, desmoplastic fibroma, and osteoblastoma.

In an earlier study conducted in 1999, metastatic cancer was found in only 1 out of 548 Edmontosaurus vertebrae sampled and was absent in all remaining samples. Hemangioma was present in 20 out of 669 Edmontosaurus vertebrae sampled and was absent in all 286 Corythosaurus vertebrae sampled as well as all 7,475 sauropods, ceratopsians, stegosaurs, theropoda, ornithomimids, and ankylosaurs vertebrae sampled.[3]

Researchers have emphasized that, in some cases, the absence and presence of certain cancers in some dinosaur species but not in others may be due to inadequate sample size rather than species specificity. The statistically significant higher occurrence of hemangiomas found in hadrosaurs than in other dinosaur species suggests a possible genetic or environmental basis behind the pattern of tumor incidence. An example of an environmental factor could be the carcinogenic tannins, phenols, and resins found in the leaves consumed by these types of dinosaurs.[3]

---

Tasmanian Devil Facial Tumor Disease


The animals were driven to extinction on the Australian mainland thousands of years ago, after humans introduced dingoes to the continent. The remainder of the wild population has since inhabited the Australian island-state of Tasmania. In the mid 1990’s the population reached an estimated 150,000 devils. Today, however, the animals are plagued by an infectious cancer known as Tasmanian devil facial tumor disease (DFTD). Since the emergence of the disease in 1996, the population has declined by more than 60%. As a result, what was once the largest surviving population of marsupial carnivores is now threatened with extinction.

This type of cancer is very unusual. The great majority of cancer cases in humans and animals arise from a series of mutations in a single precursor cell and its daughter cells. The process occurs over a period of years and does not involve contact with any other individuals. DFTD develops differently. It’s transmitted from animal to animal and the cancer cells themselves are the infectious agent.

Researchers describe this phenomenon as allograft transmission.[1] An allograft is the term for the transfer of cells/tissue from one individual to
another. An example in humans is organ transplantation. The movement of cancer cells between animals has been confirmed by cellular and molecular studies. A normal devil cell contains 14 chromosomes. DFTD tumor cells contain several very distinctive genetic changes and have only 13 chromosomes. Importantly, the tumors from every animal tested appear identical. Researchers in Tasmania also found a devil with an unusual chromosomal abnormality in its non-tumorous tissue that did not appear in its tumor cells. These findings strongly suggest that the cancer did not arise from the animals’ own cells.

A cancer similar to DFTD occurs in dogs, and is known as Canine Transmissible Venereal Tumor (CTVT). The immune system of dogs is capable of overcoming the disease, but devils do not seem to be able to do so. Researchers have hypothesized that low genetic diversity among Tasmanian devils results in close kinship and reduces their immune responses. As a result, transplanted cancer cells are more likely to survive, grow, and spread.

Transmission can occur by biting, feeding on the same material, aggressive mating, and other social interactions. DFTD tumors mostly form on the face and/or in the oral cavity. The cancer can also metastasize to other areas of the body. Nearly 100% of infected devils die within 6 months of the onset of clinical signs. Death results from an inability to feed, secondary infection, or symptoms associated with metastases.

Efforts are also being made to capture and relocate healthy animals to repopulate disease-free areas. The Tasmanian government is working with conservation specialists to reduce the impact of the disease. On September 26, 2015, as part of the Wild Devil Recovery Project funded by the Tasmanian government, 19 Tasmanian devils were given vaccines against DFTD and released into Narawntapu National Park in northern Tasmania. These devils were formerly kept separate from wild devils but have now been released into the wild population. Researchers will monitor these devils to gauge the vaccine’s effectiveness in preventing DFTD. If this vaccine against DFTD is successful, it has the potential to significantly reduce the spread of the disease.

### Cancer in Wild Fish

The image above shows sick coral trout. a) a fish with a large melanoma on its side, b) a fish that is almost entirely covered in melanoma, c) close-up of normal skin, d) close-up of melanoma on the skin of a fish. The image on the right is taken from the PLoS article cited above.

In August of 2012 an article was published that described the discovery of melanoma affecting a population of wild fish. The fish, Plectropomus leopardus, commonly called coral trout, live along the Great Barrier reef. Because the reef is located directly under the largest known ozone ‘hole’, it is thought that the cancer is due to increased exposure of the fish to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Ozone normally absorbs the damaging UV rays, but ozone depletion allows the rays to reach the surface of the earth (and the fish). No other causes of the cancer were identified in the study. UV light is the single greatest risk factor for the development of skin cancer (including melanoma) in humans.

### Cancer in Naked Mole Rats

Naked mole rats live long lives, up to thirty years. Though cancer incidence increases with age, cancer was not observed in this species, making it an attractive model organism for cancer researchers. By studying naked mole rats, researchers hoped to discover the keys to cancer resistance; if they found out what made these organisms so resistant to cancer, they could use that information in the human fight against the disease.

Ironically, then, cases of cancer have been recently reported in naked mole rats. These case reports indicate that naked mole rats are not cancer-proof, though they do not develop cancer at rates predicted by their long lifespan. One reason for this could be a carbohydrate polymer, hyaluronic acid, which was found to be much larger in naked mole rats than in other mammals.
Cancer in Clams

In 2015, an international team of researchers reported on a cancer that is able to kill large numbers of clams (and other marine bivalves). The clams develop a type of leukemia. It affects cells that live in their hemolymph, the equivalent of human blood. The disease is severe, and affected clams usually die.

Importantly, it has been shown that the cancer cells can float away from an affected clam to invade neighboring animals, spreading the disease. The fact that the cancer can spread means it has potentially huge economic and environmental impacts. The seafood industry relies on large farms to raise clams, and they are at risk due to this disease.15

Tapeworm Cancer (In a Human Host)

In a very unusual case, a man infected with HIV was found to also have what appeared to be cancer. Upon closer inspection, it was determined that the cancer cells were actually tapeworm cells. Apparently, the man was invaded by cells from a tapeworm, and the tapeworm cells began to divide and form tumorous growths. Researchers believe that the man was susceptible due to his extremely weakened condition.16